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Neutron-rich N ¼ 22, 24, 26 magnesium isotopes were studied via in-beam �-ray spectroscopy at the

RIKEN Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory following secondary fragmentation reactions on a carbon

target at � 200 MeV=nucleon. In the one- and two-proton removal channels from 39Al and 40Si beams,

two distinct �-ray transitions were observed in 38Mg, while in the one-proton removal reaction from 37Al

a new transition was observed in addition to the known 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: decay. From the experimental

systematics and comparison to theoretical predictions it is concluded that the transitions belong to the

2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and 4þ1 ! 2þ1 decays in 36Mg and 38Mg, respectively. For 34Mg, previously reported 2þ1 and 4þ1
level energies were remeasured. The deduced Eð4þ1 Þ=Eð2þ1 Þ ratios for 34;36;38Mg of 3.14(5), 3.07(5), and

3.07(5) are almost identical and suggest the emergence of a large area of deformation extending from the

N ¼ 20 to the N ¼ 28 shell quenching.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.212502 PACS numbers: 29.38.Db, 23.20.Lv, 27.30.+t

The structure of atomic nuclei across the Segré chart is
subject to a plethora of transformations. In the conven-
tional image, regions of spherical and deformed nuclei
alternate within this chart according to a constant set of
proton and neutron numbers. These ‘‘magic’’ numbers,
which were first correctly reproduced by Jensen and
Mayer [1,2] for nuclei lying close to the valley of stability,
mark the nuclear shell closures for which spherical shapes
are anticipated. In contrast, nuclei located between the
lines of the grid of magic numbers are expected to become
increasingly deformed towards midshell regions. Initially,
the set of magic numbers was considered invariant across
the Segré chart. However, scientific progress in the past
decades showed that for systems with an unbalanced
proton-to-neutron ratio, the original magic numbers may
disappear while others emerge. At present, notable experi-
mental and theoretical research is dedicated to a better
understanding of the driving forces behind the nuclear shell
evolution (see, e.g., [3]).

Neutron-rich 10Ne, 11Na, and 12Mg isotopes are located

within a region known as the ‘‘island of inversion’’ [4] and
form one of the most notable regions of sudden shell
structure change. In groundbreaking studies by Klapisch
and Thibault [5,6], abnormally highmasses for 31;32Nawere

discovered, leading to the presumption that the �f7=2 orbi-
tals intrude into the sd shell orbitals, thereby quenching
theN ¼ 20 shell gap [7]. Later theoretical works predicted,
however, that not the entire orbitals are inverted but
�ðsdÞ�2ðfpÞ2ð2@!Þ configurations are lowered so much
in energy that they form the ground states for 10�Z�12,
20 � N � 22 nuclei instead [4,8]. Another example of
shell evolution is given by the disappearance of the N¼28
magic number originally formed by the large �f5=2-�f7=2
spin-orbit splitting. Here, the removal of only a few protons
from 48

20Ca leads to aN ¼ 28 shell gap reduction in 46
18Ar [9],

44
16S exhibits collective characteristics [10], and a large

deformation arises for 42
14Si [11,12].

Initially believed to be two isolated regions, we show in
this Letter that the N ¼ 20, 28 shell quenching is inter-
linked via the neutron-rich magnesium isotopes, thereby
forming a new connected large area of deformation in the
Segré chart. Key information on the shape of a nucleus
can be obtained for even-even nuclei from the energy of
the first excited 2þ state Eð2þ1 Þ, the first 4þ state Eð4þ1 Þ,
and their Eð4þ1 Þ=Eð2þ1 Þ ratio, R4=2. Previous studies of

the neutron-rich magnesium isotopes include the measure-
ments of Eð2þ1 Þ and R4=2 for

34Mg [13] and Eð2þ1 Þ for 36Mg
[14]. For 34Mg, a low 2þ1 excitation energy of 660(7) keV
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was observed alongside a tentative assignment of the 4þ1
state to 2120(22) keV. This corresponds to R4=2 ¼ 3:21ð5Þ,
close to 3.33 for a deformed rigid rotor and a vast increase
from the ratio of 2.62 observed for the transitional nucleus
32Mg [15], whereas a ratio of 2 represents a vibrational
excitation for spherical nuclei. Similarly, the low excitation
energy of 660(6) keV for the 2þ1 state in 36Mg, in combi-

nation with the observed cross sections to the ground and
first excited state following two-proton knockout reactions,
was explained by large intruder admixtures [14]. These
findings suggest that the ‘‘island of inversion’’ stretches at
least to neutron number N ¼ 24 for the magnesium iso-
topes and thus beyond its originally proposed boundaries.
In the present study, the experimental knowledge of Eð2þ1 Þ
and Eð4þ1 Þ is extended to the N ¼ 26 nucleus 38Mg.

The experiment was carried out at the Radioactive
Isotope Beam Factory, operated by the RIKEN Nishina
Center and the Center for Nuclear Study of the University
of Tokyo. A primary beam of 48Ca with an average inten-
sity of 70 particle nA and an energy of 345 MeV=nucleon
was impinged on a 15 mm thick rotating Be target located
at the BigRIPS radioactive isotope projectile-fragment
separator’s entrance [16]. From the reaction products,
secondary beams were selected and purified via the
B�-�E-B� method, and identified with the �E-B�-TOF
method, as described in earlier experiments [17,18].

Two secondary beam settings were applied on BigRIPS.
The first focused on 39Al and 40Si isotopes in order to
observe the 1p and 2p knockout reactions towards 38Mg.
The second setting was set to 37Al and 36Mg for knockout
reactions towards 34;36Mg. The rates for 39Al and 40Si
isotopes transported through BigRIPS in the first setting
were 75 and 3000 particles= sec , respectively, the second
setting contained 90 particles= sec of 36Mg and
400 particles= sec of 37Al.

The secondary beams were incident on a 2:54 g=cm2

thick carbon secondary target. The energies for 39Al and
40Si were 219 and 226 MeV=nucleon in front of the
secondary target and 236 and 247 MeV=nucleon for
36Mg and 37Al, respectively. To detect � raysfrom excited
states in 34;36;38Mg, the secondary target was surrounded
by the DALI2 spectrometer [19], consisting of 186 large-
volume NaI(Tl) crystals. The energy resolution and the
efficiency were 10% (FWHM) and 20% for 1 MeV � rays,
respectively.

Reaction residues from the secondary target were iden-
tified by the ZeroDegree spectrometer [16]. Similarly, the
�E-B�-TOF method was employed by measuring the
TOF with two scintillators placed at the ZeroDegree spec-
trometer’s first and final focal point, the position at the
dispersive focus, and the energy loss with an ionization
chamber at the final focal point. Unambiguous separation
in charge Q and for the mass to charge ratio A/Q was
provided by the ZeroDegree spectrometer, as shown in
Fig. 1 for the first setting.

Two �-ray transitions were observed in 38Mg from the
1p and 2p knockout channels after correcting for the
Doppler shift, as shown in Fig. 2. The energies of the two
transitions, which we attribute to the 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and the

4þ1 ! 2þ1 decays based on arguments presented later, were
determined to be 656(6) keV and 1360(20) keV in the
summed spectrum of both reaction channels. To enhance
the peak-to-background ratio, the summed spectrum was
restricted to �-ray multiplicities M� � 3 in coincidence

with the knockout reactions. As shown in the insets of
Fig. 2, analyzing all �-ray multiplicities failed to bring
out the 4þ1 ! 2þ1 transition. It is also visible that the 2p
removal channel features more background, which might
originate from more populated levels that could not be
resolved and/or target excitation.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Particle identification with the
ZeroDegree beam line detectors behind the secondary target for
39Al and 40Si secondary beams. The 38Mg fragments are clearly
separated from other reaction products.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Doppler corrected�-ray energy spectra in
coincidence with 38Mg following 1p- and 2p-removal reactions.
A condition for �-ray multiplicity (M� < 4) was applied. The

insets show the two removal channels separately for all multi-
plicities.We show lines containing simulated response functions at
the respective observed transition energies (red long dashed line),
fitted background (blue short dashed line), and their sum (black
solid line).
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For the transition energy determination, statistical and
systematic errors were taken into account. The latter origi-
nated from the energy calibration (0.5%) and unknown
lifetimes of the excited states, in particular for the first
excited state, resulting in�-value and position uncertainties
for the Doppler correction, as described in Refs. [17,20].
Line shape simulations were performed with GEANT4 [21]
to confirm the observed �-ray transitions. The experimental
spectra were fitted with the resulting DALI2 response
functions using the peak intensities and two exponentials
for the background as free parameters. The fit results are
overlaid on the presented experimental spectra.

The Doppler-corrected �-ray spectra of 34;36Mg are dis-
played in Fig. 3. For 36Mg, the 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: transition was

observed at 662(6) keV, in agreement with the previously
reported value [14]. In addition, a second �-ray decay was
seen at 1370(20) keV, which we assign to the 4þ1 ! 2þ1
transition. For 34Mg, transitions were observed at 652(6),
1395(15), 2480(30), and 3130(30) keV, respectively. In the
earlier 2p-knockout measurement to 34Mg, �-ray transitions

were observed at 660(10) and 1460(20) keV and assigned
to the 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and 4þ1 ! 2þ1 transitions [13]. While the

former transition agrees well with our result, we assign the
4þ1 ! 2þ1 transition to be at 1395(15) keV, which is 65 keV

lower. The discrepancy may originate from the low statistics
and limited mass resolution in the previous work.
A gate set on the 652(6) keV line, presented in the inset

of the lower panel of Fig. 3, shows that the 1395(15) and
the 2480(30) keV transitions are in coincidence with the
2þ1 ! 0þg:s: decay. As no indication for the 3130(30) keV

transition was found and the sum of the 652(6) and the
2480(30) keV transitions matches well in energy, it is
concluded that a level at 3130(30) keV decays to the
2þ1 and to the ground state. All observed 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and
4þ1 ! 2þ1 transitions are summarized in Table I.
No direct evidence for definite spin assignments was

obtained from the experiment. However, previous knock-
out experiments in this region revealed that the 2þ1 and

4þ1 states for neutron-rich neon, magnesium, and silicon

isotopes are most prevalently populated [12,13,22,23].
Further evidence for spin assignment can be based on
experimental systematics and comparison to theoretical
predictions. Figure 4 displays, in the top panel, the known
experimental Eð2þ1 Þ and Eð4þ1 Þ excitation energies of

neutron-rich silicon and magnesium isotopes as a function
of the neutron number. At N ¼ 20, the Eð2þ1 Þ of 34Si of
3.33 MeV reflects the closed neutron shell in combination
with a Z ¼ 14 subshell closure. With increasing neutron
number, the Eð2þ1 Þ gradually decrease until the lowest

value is reached at N ¼ 28 [11], thus showing no evidence
for a large shell gap. In contrast, the low Eð2þ1 Þ of 32Mg of

885 keV illustrates the N ¼ 20 shell quenching and the
heavier magnesium isotopes show remarkably little varia-
tion in their structure. A measurement of the Z ¼ 10 neon
isotope 32Ne found an Eð2þ1 Þ at 722(9) keVand thus a slow

rise in excitation energy for the N ¼ 22 isotones [17],
thereby establishing the magnesium excitation energies as
the lowest in this region of the Segré chart. Similarly, while
the Eð4þ1 Þ energies in the silicon isotopes feature some

staggering, adding two and even four neutrons to 34Mg
does not affect the respective Eð4þ1 Þ excitation energies.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Doppler corrected �-ray energy spectra
in coincidence with 34;36Mg following 1p (upper panel) and
1p-2n removal (lower panel) reactions from the 37Al secondary
beam. Conditions on the maximum, coincident �-ray multi-
plicity M� were applied. The inset of the upper panel shows

the spectrum of 36Mg without this condition. A gate on the
652(6) keV line was applied in the inset of the lower panel for
�-� coincident events of 34Mg.

TABLE I. Summary of observed 2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and 4þ1 ! 2þ1
transitions for the isotopes 34;36;38Mg. For 34;36Mg, previous
results from Refs. [13,14] are shown for comparison.

Transition Energy (keV)

Isotope J�i ! J�f This work Refs. [13,14]

34Mg ð2þ1 Þ ! 0þg:s: 652(6) 660(10)

ð4þ2 Þ ! ð2þ1 Þ 1395(15) 1460(20)
36Mg ð2þ1 Þ ! 0þg:s: 662(6) 660(6)

ð4þ2 Þ ! ð2þ1 Þ 1370(20)
38Mg ð2þ1 Þ ! 0þg:s: 656(6)

ð4þ2 Þ ! ð2þ1 Þ 1360(20)
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It is very instructive to point out the different evolution of
deformation from N ¼ 20 to N ¼ 28 for the magnesium
and silicon isotopes. For the silicon isotopes, the recently
deduced R4=2 ratios up to N ¼ 28 [12,24] show a gradual

increase from the vibrational limit with values around 2 at
N ¼ 22, 24 to the deformed 42Si with R4=2 ¼ 2:93ð5Þ at
N ¼ 28. From the observed transition energies in this work,
almost constant R4=2 ratios of 3.14(5), 3.07(5), and 3.07(5)

were obtained for 34;36;38Mg at N ¼ 22, 24, 26, close to the
ideal rigid rotor ratio value of 3.33 and increasing from
R4=2 ¼ 2:62 for the transitional nucleus 32Mg. The R4=2 for

the magnesium and silicon isotopes are presented in the
lower part of Fig. 4, illustrating the two different patterns
towards increased deformation and accordingly shell evo-
lution from N ¼ 20 to N ¼ 28.

Several predictions for 2þ1 and 4þ1 level energies of

neutron rich magnesium isotopes have been made in the
past based on the shell model (SM) [25,26] and mean field
approaches [27–30]. Results from SM calculations with the

SDPF-M [25], the SDPF-MU [31], and the SDPF-U-MIX
[26,32] interactions and a mean field approach based on
the generator coordinate method with three-dimensional
angular-momentum projected wave functions (3DAMPþ
GCM) [27] are compared in Fig. 4 with the experimental
values.
The SM calculations performed with the SDPF-M inter-

action provide mixing of the sd and pf shells and therefore
an adequate base for studies around the ‘‘island of inver-
sion.’’ Excellent agreement with the experimental data is
obtained for the 2þ1 and 4þ1 states from N ¼ 20 to N ¼ 24.
Maximum deviations are in the order of� 200 keV for the
4þ1 states, thus supporting the spin assignments in 34;36Mg.
Also, the trend of increasing R4=2 ratios is well reproduced.

The values for N ¼ 22, 24 fall slightly short, however,
given the large ratio and small Eð2þ1 Þ, correspond to a shift
of only a few tens of keV for the first excited state.
To get a common description of all nuclei around the

N ¼ 20 and N ¼ 28 shell quenching, the SDPF-U inter-
action [33] has been updated to SDPF-U-MIX to allow for
np-nh excitations across the N ¼ 20 shell gap. Predictions
using this interaction provide a compelling agreement
with our data for 34;36;38Mg and for 32Mg, again supporting
our spin assignments. The downward shift from N ¼ 20 to
N ¼ 22 for the Eð2þ1 Þ and Eð4þ1 Þ and the invariance for

larger neutron numbers matches the experimental findings
as well as the R4=2 increase to � 2:9. As before, a lower

value for the latter corresponds to a shift of only a few tens
of keV in the Eð2þ1 Þ.
Also the recent SDPF-MU interaction, which highlights

the role of the tensor force when approachingN ¼ 28, is in
good agreement with our results for 36;38Mg. Here, calcu-
lations were performed without sd neutron excitations
across the N ¼ 20 shell, as calculations using the SDPF-
M interaction suggest a diminishing intruder contribution
beyond N ¼ 22 (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [31]). A similar trend is
observed with SDPF-U-MIX, for which average additional
numbers of neutrons in the pf shell with respect to normal
filling of 2.4, 1.7, and 0.5 are obtained for 34;36;38Mg,
respectively. Hence, the constant Eð2þ1 Þ and Eð4þ1 Þ ener-
gies in the magnesium isotopes may be caused by the
interplay between a gradually decreasing influence from
the N ¼ 20 quenching and an increasing importance of the
N ¼ 28 quenching.
Beyond the present results, SDPF-MU and SDPF-U-

MIX predict a well-deformed 40Mg at N ¼ 28. This notion
is supported by the mean field calculations using the
3DAMPþ GCM approach, which are unable to reproduce
the N ¼ 20 shell quenching for 32Mg but predict large
prolate deformations in the ground state and R4=2 � 3 for
34–40Mg. Proceeding even further, a persistent N ¼ 32
(sub-)shell closure is expected from the SDPF-U-MIX
interaction [26,32]. Thus, a new large-area, common sub-
shell comprising the 0d3=2, 0f7=2, and 1p3=2 orbitals may

be formed at the neutron drip-line.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The top panel displays the known ex-
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and magnesium (filled triangles) isotopes between N ¼ 20 and
N ¼ 28 deduced in this and earlier works [11–15,24,35,36].
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compared to shell model predictions using the SDPF-M [25]
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In summary, we have reported on new excited states in
34;36;38Mg following 1p, 2p, and 1p2n removal reactions
at energies above 200 MeV=nucleon. For 36Mg, a newly
observed decay was assigned to the 4þ1 ! 2þ1 transition,
and for 38Mg the two new decays were attributed to the
2þ1 ! 0þg:s: and 4þ1 ! 2þ1 transitions, respectively. The obs-

erved R4=2 ratios suggest strongly deformed shapes in all

neutron-rich magnesium isotopes. Our findings are sup-
ported by mean field as well as shell model calculations.
Together with the data for the neutron-rich silicon isotopes,
theory and experiment converge towards a persistently
large deformation for the recently observed N ¼ 28 mag-
nesium isotope at the neutron drip-line [34].
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